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Abstract: The cross sections for the pionic disintegration of the

deuteron in the i-resonance region are calculated based on a

unitary three-body model. The NA-NN transition potential is

constructed from the nN P n and P,, scattering amplitudes

extrapolated to the off-shell region, and from the irNN three-body

propagator. The idea of the two-potential model for the P n wave

is extended to the P., wave. The parameters of the model are

deduced from the fits to the iN scatterig phase shifts. It is

found that the off-shell Pf1 and P., scattering amplitudes behave

quite similarly to the monopole form factor with a cut-off

momentum A - 600 HeV/c as obtained earlier in the perturbation

model by Gibbs, Gibson, and Stephenson. It is also found that

the baekward-propagating-pion component of the iNN propagator,

which is often ignored in three-body calculations, is crucial to

reproduce the magnitude of the total cross section. The three-

body calculation is compared to the perturbation calculations.

The second-order perturbation gives the results which closely

•approximate the full-order three-body calculation.

n



I. Introduction

The pionic disintegration of the deuteron has drawn a great

deal of interest as the basic process of pion annihilation in the

nucleus. Experimental results for the total cross sections show

a pronounced broad peak in the vicinity of the energy of the A

resonance. This clearly indicates that the absorption of pions

at intermediate energies is governed by the two step process, vd

•• NA • NN.

Due to the very weak deuteron binding, the f irst step, itd *

NA, is dominated by the quasi free *N * A vertex interaction.

Since the magnitude of the »N * A vertex interaction in free

space i s directly related to the on-shell iN P . . scatter ing

amplitude, there is l i t t l e theoretical ambiguity in the calcula-

tion of the itd * NA amplitude. Differences in theoret ica l

approaches arise from the different description of the NA * NN

transition amplitude; we may classify them into (i) perturbation

models,2"11 ( i i ) coupled channels models,12"15 and ( i l l ) unitary

three-body models.16"21

In the perturbation models, the NA -» NN transition occurs

through the exchange of pion (and p meson). The final state

interaction i s treated approximately using low-energy effective

nucleon-nucleon interactions extrapolated up to the A resonance

region. Goplen, Gibbs, and Lomon investigated the nd * KN

reaction based on the perturbation model with one-pion exchange

and showed that the results are very sensitive to the choice of a

cut-off factor at the iMA vertex. To obtain agreement with the

experimental total cross section they found a small cut-off
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momentum A - 300 HeV/o (A refers to the monopole form factor

(1tq2/A2)"1 unless stated otherwise). Shortly afterward Gibbs,

Gibson, and Stephenson3 showed that the uNd cut-off momentum

becomes considerably larger (A • 600 HeV/c) upon additional

insertion of a cut-off at the itNN vertex.

The coupled channels calculation was f irs t performed by

Green and Niskanen. The advantage of this approach i s that i t

enables us to describe the final state KN interaction more

rea l i s t i ca l ly including a l l the iterations of the NN and NA

states . In the A resonance region NN scattering is known to be

highly ine las t ic . The coupled channels models sa t i s fac tory

explain this phenomena based on the coupling of the Ni states

with the NN states.

Faddeev's three-body theory was f irst applied to the »NN

system by Afnan and Thomas. This approach is often referred to

as the uni tary three-body model, s ince i t s a t i s f i e s the

requirement of the two- and three-body unitarity. Theoretical

.inputs to the tnree-body equation are the two-body nN and NN

interactions. Separable potentials are usually used to reduce

the original Faddeev equation to the more tractable Faddeev-

Lovelaee equation. The latter resembles the coupled channels

equation. However, i t should be emphasized that in the three-

body models al l the parameters of the two-body interact ions

(including the cut-off factors) are fixed beforehand by the two-

body scattering data. This makes a sharp contrast with the

perturbation or coupled channels models in which the cut-off



factors are free parameters to adjust the magnitude of the NA »

NN transition amplitude.

Recent three-body calculations of the »d • NN reaction have

a tendency to underestimate the experimental cross sections.

Lamot, Perrot, Fayard, and Mizutani reported that a factor of

about 4 is missing in the cross section compared with experiment.

To circumvent this difficulty, they modified the off-shell iN P,,

and P ^ amplitudes in an ad hoc way. The connection with vN

scattering is thus lost in their approach. At this point they

overstepped the framework of the unitary three-body model. Afnan

and MeLeod succeeded to get a reasonable cross section at

energies well above the A resonance, but their prediction

underestimate experiment near the A resonance.

In this paper we attempt to resolve these discrepancies

within the framework of the unitary three-body model and to get a

consistent picture of the NA-NN interaction. He have already

performed three-body calculations for NN scattering and have

shown that the predictions for the Inelastic cross sections are

in good agreement with the data. As the two step process NN » NA

-> TNN dominates the inelastic NN scattering, it seems to us that

our model adequately reproduces the magnitude of the NN •» NA

transition amplitude. We expand our model space by introducing

the id channels in order to evaluate the wd * NN cross section

based on the unitary three-body model.

Concerning the NA-NN Interaction, there are two major

different dynamical inputs between our model and other three-body

models.
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( i ) We have introduced a nonresonant iN P., interaction in

addition to the uN • bare 4 • itN resonant interaction. The off-

shell behavior of the P~, t matrix differs considerably from that

of the standard A-isobar model.

( i i ) We have included a backward-propagating pion which is

often neglected in the three-body calculation.

He estimate the effects of these inputs on the nd • NN cross

sections In comparison to different models. We also compare our

three-body calculation with the perturbative calculation in order

to estimate the importance of the m u l t i p i e - s c a t t e r i n g

contributions.

Here we comment on the p-meson exchange contribution to the
h

NA-NN interaction. Brack, Riska, and Weise calculated the ltd *

NN cross Section based on a perturbation model with pion and p-

meson exchanges. They chose a s.trong p-nucleon tensor coupling

constant which brought about very large cancellation between the

pion and p-meson induced NA-NN tensor interactions. They found

that very hard form factors are required to reproduce the

experimental total cross section (A - 1200 HeV/c for uNN and »NA

vertices and A - 1800 MeV/c for pNN and oNfl vertices).

A l t e r n a t i v e l y , Lee used in h i s coupled channels

calculation a weak p-nucleon tensor coupling constant and showed

that the optimum cut-off for the wNN, icNA, pNN, and pNA vertices

is A - 650 MeV/o. If one chooses such a small cut-off momentum,

the contribution of the p-meson exchange to the NA-NN interaction

becomes almost n e g l i g i b l e , because i t i s a short range

interaction in i t s nature. Moreover, Dmitriev, Suchkov, and
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Gaarde27 analyzed the pp •» na** reaction based on a perturbation

model and showed that the angular distributions or the cross

sections are highly sensit ive to the choice of the cut-off

factors. They concluded that the uNN and *NA cut-off momentum

should be A - 630 MeV/e and the o-exehange contribution to the

N4-NN interaction is very small.

The standard unitary three-body model does not include the

p-meson exchange, because we cannot fix the parameters of the pNN

and pNA vertex interactions by the two-body nN scattering data.

18 10
Though there are some attempts ' to supplement the p-exchange

Nfl-NN interaction to the three-body model, the present paper aims

to study to what extent we can understand the ird •» NN reaction in

the framework of the IT, N, and A dynamics.

The organization of the present art ic le goes as follows.

Sec. II gives a brief summary of the unitary three-body equation

as well as the parametrization of the two-body NN and *N

interactions used in our calculation. We then describe the

various choice for the dynamical inputs in Sec. I l l and give a

series of results for n*d •• pp reaction. Finally in Sec. IV, we

present a summary of this work.

II. Unitary three-body model

As mentioned in Sec. I, Faddeev-Lovelace equation for the

TINN system was first derived by Afnan and Thomas. It was then
Aft . / ;

developed by Avishai and Mizutani, Blankleider and Afnan, and

Rinat and Starkand to include the non-pole part of the xN P n

interaction. We slightly rearrange this equation as
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0V S ) , (1)

TNd . BNd . j TN,xoaBad _ ( 2 )

a

Tdd - I Bda(6 . • GaTo8)C6B8d . (3)

with a, S, Y - N, A. Here T are the three-body amplitudes, 6

the one particle exchange Born amplitudes (driving terms) and G

the propagators of the two-body subsystem in the presence of a

spectator. The index d refers to the ir(NN) channel where the NN

subsystem interacts in the 's1-^D1 or any other partial waves.

In a similar manner, N corresponds to (TN)N channel with iN

interacting in the P,., partial wave, and A represents al l other

(irH)N channels. Among the above three equations i t suff ices to

solve only one integral equation, Eq. (1) . Since d channels are

decoupled from N and A channels in this equation, we can reduce

the number of e f f e c t i v e coupled channels , thus making the

numerical calculations much easier.

For the two-body NN interactions, we retain all the S and P

partial waves, and D- partial waves. We use the separable

r e p r e s e n t a t i o n of the Paris p o t e n t i a l parametrized by

Haidenbauer and Plessas. Their nonrelativistic amplitudes are

translated into r e l a t i v i s t i c ones by the use of the standard

method of relativizatlon. We have tried both of the rank 1 and

rank 4 models for tht; ' S 1 - ' D 1 interaction, but no significant

difference has been detected. We choose the rank 1 model for

simplicity.
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For the nN interactions in the P11 and P,, partial waves, we

take the two-potential models developed in our previous paper.

The interactions Hamiltonian V is the sum of the resonant

interaction v_ and the background interaction v_

Assuming the existence of a bare particle, the resonant

interaction is parametrized as

- 1 - l 2 m Q

vR - ivv<v, | • V -~rh- (5)
E - n Q

where E and m_ are the nN total energy and the mass of the bare

particle, respectively. The physical origin of the background

interaction is most probably the crossed two-pion process, but we

prefer to treat it as a purely phenomenological potential,

vB - |v2>*~
1<v2| . (6)

The transition amplitudes is immediately obtained by solving

the nH scattering equation,

t(E) - I |vI>Tj.(E)<v | , (7)

with

.(E) , (8)
• J

;> . (9)
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The parameters were fitted to reproduce the P.. and P.,

phase shifts32 up to T, - 400 HeV (in the P,, partial wave, the

parameter search was done under the two constraints on the

physical nucleon ma3s m,. and the physical uNN coupling constant

f ). Phase shifts were not enough to fix all the parameters

uniquely. We therefore constructed three parametrizations A, B,

and C, for each of the P ^ and P,, interactions. The three

models are characterized by the range of the resonant interaction

v.j. Model A refers to the dipole form factor (1*q2/A2)"2 with A

- 1000 MeV/c (A//2 - 700 HeV/c if interpreted as a nonopole form

factor). The range is very close to the size of the proton.

Model B has the monopole form factor with A - 1200 MeV/c. Such a

short range form factor is found, for example, in the i«p model
li

of Brack, Piska, and Weise. Model C for the P,, channel
sli

corresponds to the conventional fl-isobar modelJ which laqks for

the background interaction vp. It predicted too small NN * »NN

cross sections since the cut-off momentum at the itNA vertex is

very small (A//2 - 366 MeV/c, A for the dipole form factor). We

do not use model C in the present calculation. The consequence

of the soft uNA form factor will be investigated in Sec. III.C.

The ITN interactions in the small partial waves, S.., S,.,

P., and P,. are parametrizes as rank 1 separable potentials. In

momentum space |v> is expressed as

<q|v> - vCqXip^ Iu|In'><LmL •|m|Jm
t>ILln (3) , (10)

where v(q) is the form factor. mL, m, and m' are the third

components of the relative (L), spin (S - j ) , and total (J)
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angular aoaentua, while v%, v. and v' are those or the pi on,

nucleon, and total lsospln (I) , respectively.

The loop integral o(E) is explicitly written as

f- mNq2v2(q)
o(E) - dq s C0(q;E) , (11)J0 2(2»)3»qEq °

where E - (q2*mK
2)1 / 2 and «q - ( q 2 * ^ 2 ) 1 ' 2 , aeM and m% are the

physical nucleon and pion Basses, respectively. For the *N

propagator Go, ve choose the Blankenbecler-Sugar type

C-(q;E) - -5 *-*-* . (12)
0 EZ-(B - ) z . i e

The form factor v(q> is parametrized as follows

N * 2

v(q) - (3-)U I tnl—T-?)
"i n-1 " k**a£

N * 2

I l ) 2 K - 1 o r 2 .

For the repulsive S,1, P 1 3 > and P,^ waves we put \ • n^, while

for the attractive S,. wave we take X to De energy dependent, X -

(E -mg)/2m0, in order to reproduce the resonance like feature at

high energies. The abcve parameters are searched to fit the

observed phase shifts or energies TT<400 MeV. He present the

results of the least square fitting in Table I.

Aaron, Teplitz, Aaado and Young pointed out that the

standard three-body aodel has a problea of lacking the pion

propagation in the backward direction. The pion exchange

propagator Gi()(. appears in the driving tera 3
a B as

<p'|Baft(W)|p> - CaB<v°|q><p>|C (K)|p><q'|vB> ,
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where W is the total energy, p and p' are the intial and final

momenta of the spectator nucleon, and q and q1 are the »N

relative momenta written in terms of p, p1, and W. C a B is the

constant factor which accounts for antisymmetrization. G „„ is

the sum of the forward and backward propagators

<p-|Gi(NN(W)|p-> . O^'hP.hV * G ^ C p - ^ W ) . (15)

where

C NN (p ,p;H; - 5*= E c-r—5 . do)

-5.p'tw ( EP *BP-*-P*P-> *le 3

For G,,Ntj we take one half of the static plon propagator,

G Jb)(p',PiW) 4 . (17)

This term ensure G^^ to have the correct static limit and yet it

does not violate the three body unitarity.

III. Results

With the above two-body NN and irN t matrices as inputs, our

three-body model reproduces the nd • NN cross sections fairly

well around the peak of the A resonance. However, the calculated

cross sections turn out to be too large at lower energies (TT <

50 MeV). In this region, the total cross sections are seriously

deteriorated by the pion S wave rescattering process. As is seen

in Table I, our cut-off factor for the S,1 partial wave contains

a very high momentum component (A1 - 1513 HeV/c), which leads to

the enhancement of the total cross sections. We will discuss
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th i s problem in Sec. I I I .D . At the f i r s t s tage of our

calculations, we do not include the iN S waves.

A. Three-Body calculations

We have expanded the model of the previous paper by

including the S, P, and ^ NN interactions and the P. , and P,1

ill interactions. The essential ingredient of this extension is

the inclusion of the id channel. Mizutani et a l . and van

Faassen and Tjon have reported that the effect of the id

coupling is conspicuous in the NN scattering ine las t ic i t i es nea.1

the pion production threshold. As is seen in Fig. 1, the model

which includes only P,, and P^ partial waves (original version)

underestimates the ]D 2 i n e l a s t i c i t y at TL < 700 MeV. The

extended model almost completely f i l l s this discrepancy. On the

contrary, the id coupling does not increase the % , inelasticity

so much as the 'Dj. This reflects, the D2 dominance of the id *»

NH reaction, which is established by the experimental partial

wave analyses. •"

The discrepancy of the ^F, inelasticity around TL - 800 MeV

is not remedied by the coupling to the ird channel. Many other

model calculations * ' " ' also failed to reproduce sufficient

inelasticity in this wave. This is one of the important problems

yet i be solved.

We present in Fig. 2 the results for the i*d * pp t o t a l

cross sections. The shape and magnitude of the cross section in

the resonance region are fairy well reproduced. It i s not

surprising that the predictions fall below the data at very low
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energies as we have neglected the iN S wave interact ions .

Compared with model A, model B provides better results in the

resonance region. However, this might be fortuitous, since model

B overestimates the D- inelast ic i ty around the peak energy of

it*d • pp reaction (T, - 600 MeV), while i t underestimates the

The differential cross section do/di) for * + d » pp reaction

and the analyzing power A - for pp •• » d reaction are shown in

Figs. 3(a) and (b). The calculated differential cross sections

agree reasonably well with experiment at energies below the A

resonance, but becomes too forward peaked at higher energies.

Afnan and MoLeod20 claim that the S and P wave HN interactions in

the n(NN) channel considerably improve the shape of the angular

distribution. Contrary to their results, we could not get the

curvature of the differential cross sections correctly, thpugh we

have included all the 5 and P wave NN interactions. As concerns

A Q , the calculated curves l i e high above the experimental

points. The feature virtually coincide with the results obtained

by Lamot et al. The quantities related to the polarization are

highly sensitive to fine detai ls of theoretical models. There

was an attempt to understand A „ by the introduction of short
Q

range interaction. Such a direction may be also relevant to our

model.

B. Perturbative calculations

In Fig. 1 the results for the f i r s t - and second-order

perturbative calculations are displayed along with the three-body
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(full-order) calculation. In these calculations we have used

model A. For the second-order process, we retain only the P?,

rescattering term (diagram b).

The direct absorption process (diagram a) is strongly

suppressed by kinematics, because the nucleons weakly bound in

the deuteron cannot eas i ly absorb the real pion. The P.,

rescattering dominates the total cross s e c t i o n , but the

interference with the direct absorption gives nonnegligible

contribution. The interference term increases the total cross

section and shifts the peak position to lower energy. The gross

features of the cross section are reproduced by the second-order

perturbation (direct absorption plus P,, rescattering). The

higher-order contributions decrease the peak value by -20$ and

move the peak tc further lower energy.

In these calculations we have used the off-shell P ĵ and P,,

amplitudes determined by the «N scattering data. As mentioned in

Sec. I, in the perturbation models the nNA and nHN form factors

are fixed by the n*d * pp total cross sections. Gibbs, Gibson,

and Stephenson^ found that the monopole form factor with A - 600

MeV/c is optimum to obtain the agreement with the data.

As we use the t w o - p o t e n t i a l model for P . , and P ^

scat ter ings , the o f f - she l l behavior of the t matrices are

determined by the complicated interplay between the resonant and

background interactions. We therefore compare our model with the

perturbation model in the form of the half-off-shell function

- 1 5 -



where R is the reaction matrix and k is the on-shell momentum.

In the perturbation model, the half-off-shell function is reduced

to the ratio of the off-shell and on-shell form factors,

f(q,k) - * * (perturbation model) , (19)
A +q

As i s seen in Figs . 5(a) and (b) , the h a l f - o f f - s h e l l

functions show a striking resemblance among models A and B and

the perturbation model of Gibbs, Gibson, and Stephenson. It J -.

remarkable that the half-off-shel l function derived from the

analyses of the tiN scattering data can be simulated by the form

factor found in the perturbation model. From the figure we also

see that the harder form factor (A - 1200 HeV/c) in the

perturbat ion model i s incompatible with our model of iN

scatterings.

C. NA-NN interaction

We have seen that the second-order perturbation calculation

gives the results which closely approximate the full-order three-

body calculation. In this section all the calculations are done

up to second-order. The higher-order contributions are neglected

in order to clarify the roll of the NA-NN Interaction.

First we examine the effect of the Daekward-pion propagation

(Eq. (17)) . As is seen in Fig. 6, excluding the backward-

propagator reduces the peak value of the total cross section

about 60% (compare the solid curve with the long-dashed curve).

Though many of the three-body ca lcu lat ions neglect the

contribution of the backward-going p ion , t h i s term i s
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indispensable to obtain meaningful results for ird •» NN cross

section.

Next we study the effects of the off-shell P n and P,, t

matrices. Fig. 6 contains the perturbative calculations with the

same inputs as Lamot et al. (the dot-dashed curve), Afnan and

McLeod (the short-dashed curve), and Blankleider and Afnan

(the dotted curve). All of the above three models do not include

the backward-propagating plon. We do not show here the results

of Weizmann Institute or Osaka University group, because

their models contain the p-meson exchange and it is beyond the

scope of the present article.

The corresponding P^ and P-, half-off-shell functions are

shown in Figs. 7(a) and (b). As regards the P n , the curves of

model A, Mizutani B, and Afnan-McLeod P6 l i e close to each

other, whereas the three-models differs largely in the Pg,

partial wave. Lamot et al. resort to the conventional A-isobar

model which, as observed in Sec. II, yields a very soft irN£ form

factor (A-300 HeV/c). The use of this form factor strongly

suppress the NA • NN transition and brings about the reduction of

the IT d * pp cross section. The calculat ion underestimate

experiment by a factor of about 1 and is consistent with the

results of Lamot et al.

JlQ

Afnan and McLeod utilize the P,. model of Thomas. In his

model a simple separable parametrizatIon is used without

assuming the existence of a bare A. The form factor in this

model has to be multiplied by a factor /2u , because the

normalization factor of plon 1//2u is effectively absorbed into

- 1 7 -



the form factor. As is seen in Fig. 7(b), the form factor

contains component of very snort range which is responsible for

the enhancement of the ir*d * pp total cross section. This effect

partially compensates for the lacK of the backward-propagating

pion. The tnree-body calculation of Afnan and HcLeod were

successful to reproduce the experimental cross section at T^ -

256 MeV but failed at T^ - 110 MeV. The feature qualitatively

agree with our second-order perturbative calculation. It may be

difficult to seek for the dynamical origin of such a complicated

form factor as the observed magnetic form factor of 4 shows a

smooth dependence on the momentum transfer.

Blankleider and Afnan also use the P,, model of Thomas, but

there is another factor in their input which enhances the n d •

pp cross section. We can see in Fig. 7Ca) that the P^ half-off-

shell function of Blankleider and Afnan is quite distinct from

other three. We suppose this due to the fact that they did not

fit the nNN coupling constant as well as the P^ phase shifts at

high energies (T > 250 MeV). For the sars reason as stated

before, we have multiplied their form factor by /2m . This

factor emphasizes the slow damping of the form factor in the high

momentum region which wp.s already apparent in their original

article (see Fig.7 of Ref. 16). The three-body calculation of

Blankleider and Afnan almost completely reproduces the

experimental total cross section and roughly coincides with our

perturbative calculation. It appears that if we append the

effect of the backward propagating pion, we will overshoot

experiment.
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D. Influence of the irN S waves

Fig. 8 shows the results of the three-body calculat ions

which assess the contributions of the nH S wave. The model with

the S wave overestimate experiment at low energies. We note that

the s imilar observation was made by Vogelzang, Bakker, and

Boersma. The cause of the discrepancy i s traced back to the

anomalous behavior of the S,1 form factor which we present in

Fig . 9 compared with the r e s u l t s o b t a i n e d by o t h e r

18 9̂ 50
groups. ' We see that a l l the form factors have a large

bump at q-100 MeV/c. It seems that this bump contributes to

increasing the magnitude of the S,, wave rescattering amplitude.

We have tried to reduce this bump by exploiting a different

parametrization for the S,1 partial wave, but i t has given no

significant improvement. In our opinion, the problem resides in

the separable approximation for the S wave interactions. As the

S wave scatterings are strongly affected by the short range

interaction, we should employ more sophisticated parametrization

for these waves.

IV. Summary

We have investigated the Nfl-NN interact ion through the

calculation of the itd •» NN reaction. He have restricted the NA-

NN interaction to the one-pion exchange sector. The strength of

the pion exchange potent ia l i s controlled by the off-shel l

amplitudes of the *N P,, and P,, partial waves and the propagator
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The contribution of the backward pion propagator G,,j|N i s

found to be very large. If we leave out this term, the cross

section decreases about 60 J. One of the reasons why the

traditional three-body models underestimate the experimental

cross section is thus explained by their neglect of the backward-

propagating pion.

The off-shell extrapolation of the itN scattering amplitudes

depends on the underlying TIN dynamics one assumes. Lamot et al.

employed the standard A- isobar model for P., scattering. As a

result , they obtained a long ranged uNA form factor (A - 300

MeV/e), which leads to the strong suppression of the NA •» NN

trans i t ion and hence to the reduction of the itd •* NN cross

section.

We have remedied this unfavorable feature by introducing a

non-resonant P,_ interaction in addition to the A resonant

i n t e r a c t i o n . Combined with the e f fec t of the backward-

propagating pion, we get the cross section in a satisfactory

agreement with experiment.

We have also seen that the P , , and P.^ h a l f - o f f - s h e l l

functions determined from the TTN scattering data are very similar

to the form factor found in the perturbation model (A - 600

MeV/c). The above results imply that, the perturbation model, in

which the cut-off was assumed independently of irN scattering,

acquires a Jus t i f i ca t ion in the three-body model. In this

regards i t i s important to notice that the h igher-order

contribution to the total cross section is proved to be small.
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To conclude we have constructed, in the framework of the

unitary three-body model, the NA-NN transition potential from the

irNN and irNA vertex interactions deduced from the analyses of the

two-body uN sca t t er ing data. Based on this model, we have

obtained a unified picture for the irN scattering and the nd * NN

reaction.

He would like to thank T. Terasawa for careful reading of
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fn An (HeV/c) m0 (HeV)

1H71.97S11

S3i

pi3
P31

1

1

2

1

1

7.9113

10.5108

-i). 1(1)939

1.61515

2.79067

561.268

1513-18

301.919

619-076

860.901

TABLE I. Parameters for the small wN partial waves.
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Figure captions

FIG. 1. Energy dependence of the NN scattering phase shifts for

the D, and F, channsls. The solid and dashed curves

give the predictions of models A and B, respectively.

The dash-dot curves represent the results of our

previous calculations (model A) which include only P,_

and P.. partial waves. The data are from the analysis

of Ref. 37.

FIG. 2. Energy dependence of the total cross section for n*d •»

pp. Models A and B do not include the S wave *N

interactions. The data are from the compilation of Ref.

12.

FIG. 3. (a) Angular distributions of the n*d * pp differential

cross sections at T̂  - 60, 145 and 210 MeV. The data

are from Refs. 13-15. (b) Angular distributions of the

analyzing power A Q for pp * »*d reaction. The energies

in the figure correspond to the pion kinetic energies

for the inverse reaction »*d * pp. The data are from

Refs. 1(6-17.

FIG. 1. Comparison of the perturbative and the full-order

calculations for the n d * pp total cross section. All

four curves refer to model A. The data are the same as

in Fig. 2.

FIG. 5. Half-off-shell functions for the P^ and f^ partial

waves.

FIG. 6. Model dependence of the second-order perturbative

calculation for the »+d * pp total cross section. Both

- 2 7 -



the solid and long-dashed curves adopt Model A, but the

latter excludes the contribution of the backward-

propagating pion. All other three calculations do not

include the effect of the backward-pion propagation.

The dash-dot, short-dashed, and dotted curves refer to

the models of Lamot et a l . , 2 1 Afnan and HcLeod,20 and

Blankleider and Afnan, respectively.

FIG. 7. Model dependence of the half-off-shell function for the

P11 and P,_ partial waves. The P^ half-off-shell

function of Blankleider-Afnan BO3 is normalized to one

at q - 0 as we have multiplied their form factor by

FIG. 8. Effect of the S wave *N interactions. The solid

(dashed) curve excludes (includes) the contributions of

the *N S waves. The data are the same as in Fig. 2.

FIG. 9. S,1 form factors normalized to one at q - 0. The form

factor of Thomas i s multiplied by /23" .
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